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INTRODUCTION
We continue the study of the limit-pointrlimit-circle problem for nth
w x w xorder differential equations that we began in 4 for n s 3 and in 5, 6 for
w xn s 4. This concept was introduced by Weyl 24 in the study of eigenvalue
problems for second order linear differential equations of the form
y py9 9 q ry s l y. .
He classified the above linear equation to be of the limit-circle type if each
solution y belongs to the class L2, and to be of the limit-point type if at
least one solution does not belong to L2. Various generalizations of this
notion have been made to include even order self-adjoint linear differen-
 w x.tial equations and operators see, for example, 8]12, 16, 17, 21]23 , and
w xmore recently to nonlinear second order equations 13]15 . Here we
consider the nth order nonlinear differential equation
y n. s r t f y , y9, . . . , y ny1. , 1 .  . .
w .where r g L 0, ` ,loc
r does not change sign on t , ` , t G 0, 2.  .0 0
f : Rn ª R is continuous, and
f x , . . . , x x G 0 on Rn . 3 .  .1 n 1
 .We consider only those solutions of 1 that are continuable to all of
w .R s 0, ` and are not eventually identically zero. Such a solution is saidq
to be oscillatory if it is has arbitrarily large zeros, and it is said to be
nonoscillatory otherwise.
 .DEFINITION. Equation 1 is of the nonlinear limit-circle type if every
continuable solution y satisfies
`
n.y t f y t , y9 t , . . . , y t dt - `; .  .  .  . .H
0
 .if 1 has at least one continuable solution y that satisfies
`
n.y t f y t , y9 t , . . . , y t dt s `, 4 .  .  .  .  . .H
0
 .Eq. 1 is said to be of nonlinear limit-point type.
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w xThe following conjecture is due to Kauffman, Read, and Zettl 16, p. 95 .
Conjecture. The equation
y 2 k . q r t y s 0 5 .  .
2w .  .always has a solution y f L 0, ` , i.e., 5 is never of the limit-circle type.
This is true if r F 0 or if r is a bounded function. The first case follows
from the basic theory of linear differential equations, and the second from
w xspectral theory, see, e.g., 20 . In this paper, we will prove the following
results.
 .i This conjecture is true for equations of order n s 4k, k s
1, 2, . . . as long as r is not an unbounded oscillatory function Corollary 2
. w xbelow . This generalizes our result 6, Theorem 5 for fourth order equa-
tions.
 .ii The well known sublinear Emden]Fowler equation
l4 k . < <y q r t y sgn y s 0, l g 0, 1 . 
1qlw .  .always has a solution y f L 0, ` provided r satisfies 2 .
 .iii Analogous results hold for more general nonlinear equations
 .Theorems 1]5 below .
The techniques used here are based on using an energy type function z,
some integral inequalities, and knowledge of the behavior of oscillatory
 .solutions of 1 .
1. THE CASE r G 0
 . w .THEOREM 1. Suppose 3 holds, r G 0 on t , ` , and there exist M,0
M ) 0 such that1
1
F f x , . . . , x F M 1 q x .  .1 n 1 1x1
 .for x G M, x g R, i s 2, . . . , n. Then 1 is of the nonlinear limit-point type.1 i
 .Proof. Let y be a solution of 1 satisfying the initial conditions
y t G M , y  i. t ) 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1. .  .0 0
 w x.Then y is defined on R see 19, Theorem 11.5 . Since r G 0, we see thatq
n. .  . w .y t y t G 0 on t , ` , so0
y t G M and y is nondecreasing on t , ` . . .0
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Thus,
` `
ny1.y t f y t , . . . , y t dt G dt s ` .  .  . .H H
0 t0
and so y is of the nonlinear limit-point type.
w x w xRemark. If n s 3, Theorem 1 reduces to Theorem 2 in 4 . In 4 , it was
 .also shown that for n s 3, if r t G K ) 0 and there exists b ) 3r2 such
that
1
< < < <f x , x , x F for x G M ) 0, .1 2 3 1b< <x1
 . then 1 is of the nonlinear limit-circle type see Theorem 1 and Remark 2
w x.in 4 . Whether this result is true for n ) 3 remains an open question.
2. THE CASE r F 0
In the study of asymptotic properties of solutions of nth order equa-
tions, the order itself plays an important role. Hence, we divide the
positive integers into the following three disjoint sets,
n s 4k ,
n s 2k q 1,
n s 4k q 2,
where k s 1, 2, . . . . We will use the usual notation @ i# to denote the
greatest integer function of i. We begin with some auxilliary results. The
first three lemmas concern integral inequalities, the fourth lemma intro-
duces the energy function z, which plays a crucial role in our later
considerations, and the last three lemmas describe asymptotic properties
 .of solutions of 1 .
w . m . 2 .Let t g R , J s t , ` , and let W J be the subspace of L J0 q 0
2 . m. 2 .consisting of those functions y g L J with y g L J .
LEMMA 1. Let j and m be integers with 0 F j - m, 1 F p - `, 1 F q - `,
and 1 F r - `. Then there exists a constant M ) 0 such that
 .1rq arp 1ya rr
` ` `q r j. p m.y s ds F M y s ds y s ds .  .  .H H H /t t t0 0 0
m .  .for all y g W J if and only if mrq F m y j rp q jrr where
m y j y 1rr q 1rq
a s .
m y 1rr q 1rp
w xProof. See 20, Theorem 1.4 .
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Äm m .  .Let C J , m G 0, be the subspace of C J consisting of those
functions y such that y m. is absolutely continuous on every compact
subinterval of J.
Ämy 1  i.w .  .  .  .LEMMA 2. Let m G 2, y g C t , ` , t g y`, ` , y t y t ) 0 for
m. .  . w .i s 0, 1, . . . , m y 1, and y t y t G 0 for t g t , ` . Then, for any a g
 .0, 1rm , we ha¨e
yemy1 `
a b i. m.< < < < < <y t G g y s y s ds, t ) t , .  .  . H / tis0
 .  .where g is a suitable positi¨ e constant, e s 2 1 y ma rm m y 1 , and
 . .  .b s m q 1 a y 2 r m y 1 .
w xProof. See 19, Lemma 11.2 with k s 1.
Ä0 2 .  .LEMMA 3. Let y g C a , b , y` - a - b - `, y9 g L a , b , and
 . w xy t s 0, where t g a , b . Then0 0
p 2b b 222y t dt F b y a y9 t dt. .  .  .H H4a a
w xProof. See, e.g., 18, Lemma 4.7 .
0w .Notation. For ¨ g C t , ` , t g R, set0 0
J t ; t , ¨ s ¨ t .  .0 0
and
t
J t ; t , ¨ s J s ; t , ¨ s ds, m s 1, 2, . . . . .  . .Hm 0 my1 0
t0
 .  .LEMMA 4. Let n s @nr2# and suppose that 3 holds and r t F 0 on0
w .  .t , ` . Let y be an oscillatory solution of 1 and define the function z by0
nyn y10
2nq1 n .z t ; t , y s z t s y1 a J t ; t , y , .  .  .  /0 n 2n 0
ns0
nn y na s ) 0.n  /n 2 n y n .
 .a If n s 2k q 1, then
n y10 1 2nq1 n q1ny1. nyny1. n . n .0 0z t s y1 y t y t q y1 y t , .  .  .  .  .  . 2ns0
n. n.z t s yy t y t , t g t , ` . .  .  . .0
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In addition, if there exists positi¨ e constants M , i s 1, 2, 3, and a continuousi
<  . <  .  .function g : R ª R such that M F r t F M , g 0 s 0, g x ) 0 forq 1 2
 .x ) 0, lim inf g x ) 0, andx ª`
< < < < < < ng x F f x , . . . , x F M 1 q x on R , . .  .1 1 n 3 1
ny1. .  4then lim z t g 0, ` .t ª`
 .b If n s 4k, then
w xir2
nq1 i. n .  iyn .z t s y1 c y t y t .  .  .  . n i
ns0
n y10
2nq1 n .q y1 c J t ; t , y .  /n i 2nyi 0
w xns ir2 q1
for i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 3,
n y20 n 20nq1ny2. n . ny2yn . n y1.0z t s y1 n q 1 y t y t q y t , .  .  .  .  .  . 2ns0
n y10
nq1ny1. nyny1. n .z t s y1 y t y t , .  .  .  .
ns0
2n. n. n .0z t s yy t y t q y t G 0, .  .  .  .
w . ny1. .  4for t g t , ` , where c are constants. Moreo¨er, lim z t g 0, ` .0 n i t ª`
wProof. This lemma is proved in 1, Lemma 3.1, Lemma 3.4, and Lemma
x  i.  .3.9 except for the explicit expressions for z , i s 1, . . . , n y 2, in case b .
This can be proved by direct computation noting that the coefficients cn i
are given by
c s a , n s 0, 1, . . . , n y 2, c s a , i s 1, . . . , n y 3,n 0 n 0 0 i 0
i y 1¡
c y c for n s 1, . . . , ,@ #n i nyi , i 2
i q 1~c s s c y c for n s ,n , iq1 @ #n i ny1, i 2
i q 1
c for n G q 1,¢ @ #n i 2
where s s 2 if i is even and s s 1 if i is odd.
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 . w . w .LEMMA 5. Suppose r t F 0 on t , ` , and let y : t , ` ª R be a0 0
 .  i. .solution of 1 with y t ) 0 for i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1. Then y is one of the0
following two types.
w .  i. w .Type I. There exists t g t , ` such that yy ) 0 on t , ` for0
ny1. w .i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 2 and yy G 0 on t , ` .
Type II. y is an oscillatory solution.
wProof. Suppose that y is nonoscillatory solution. According to 2,
x  4 w .Lemmas 2 and 9 , there exist s g 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 and t g t , ` such that0
 4G 0 for j g 0, 1, . . . , s s.  j.y t y t .  .   4F 0 for j g s q 1, . . . , n y 1
and
ny2
 i.y t / 0 on t , ` . . .
is0
w .Then y is defined on t , ` , i.e., the only possible case is that s s n y 1.0
 . w . w .LEMMA 6. Suppose n G 4 and r t F 0 on t , ` , and let y : t , ` ª R0 0
 .  i. .be an oscillatory solution of 1 with y t ) 0 for i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1. Then0
y  j., j s 1, 2, . . . , n y 3 are unbounded.
w xProof. See 3, Theorem 2 .
p . p .LEMMA 7. Let y : R ª R be such that y g L R and y9 g L R where
p G 1. Then y is bounded on R.
w xProof. See 7, Sect. V.2. Theorem 1 .
 . w .THEOREM 2. Let n s 4k. Suppose 3 holds, r F 0 on t , ` , and there0
 xexist positi¨ e constants M , i s 1, 2, and l g 0, 1 such thati
< < l < < < < nM x F f x , x , . . . , x F M 1 q x on R . 6 .  . .1 1 1 2 n 2 1
 .Then 1 is of the nonlinear limit-point type.
 .Proof. Consider a solution y of 1 having the initial conditions
y  i. t s 0, i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 2, y  j. t s 1, j s n y 1, . . . , n y 1. .  .0 0 0 0
7 .
 . It follows from the second inequality in 6 that y is defined on R seeq
w x.  .  i. .19, Theorem 11.5 . According to 7 , y t ) 0 for i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, in
some right hand neighborhood of t s t , and so y is either a Type I or0
Type II solution as defined in Lemma 5.
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 .  .i Let y be of Type I. Then by condition 6 ,
`
ny1.y t f y t , . . . , y t dt .  .  . .H
0
` `
1ql 1ql< < < <G M y t dt G M y t dt .  .H H1 1
t t0
`
1ql< <G M y t dt s `. 8 .  .H1
t
Hence, y is a nonlinear limit-point type solution.
 .ii Now, let y be of Type II. For convenience, let
m s 1 q l, and d s nm y m q 2.
` <  . < m  .If H y t dt s `, the conclusion follows from the first inequality in 6 ,t0
so suppose that
`
m< <y t dt s K - `. 9 .  .H
t0
 . w .For each s g t , ` , there exists a function Y : t , ` ª R such that0 s 0
¡ w xy t for t g t , s , . 0Y t s .s  0 for t g s q 1, ` ,.
n~  j. 10 .w xthe Y are continuous for j s 0, 1, . . . , on s, s q 1 ,@ #s 2
sq1 sq1 2m n .0< <Y u du F 1, and Y u du F 1. .  .H H¢ s s
s s
Now consider the function z defined in Lemma 4. Clearly, z is defined
 . ny1.on R . Thus, in view of 7 and the monotonicity of z , we haveq
z  i. t G 0, i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 2, z ny1. t s 1, .  .0 0
11 .
z  j. t ) 0 are nondecreasing for j s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 and all t ) t . . 0
 .Then, by 7 and Lemmas 3 and 4,
n y10 s 22ny1 n .z s F a s y u du .  . Hn
t0ns0
n y1  .2 n yny10 0 sp 22 n y3 n y1.0 0F a s y u du . Hn  /2 t0ns0
s 22 n y3 n y1.0 0s Cs y u du, .H
t0
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n0y1  .2 n0yn y1.where C s  a pr2 . Now we apply Lemma 1 with j s n yns0 n 0
1, m s n , p s m, q s 2, r s 2, and a s 2mrd . Note that the hypotheses0
 . of this lemma are satisfied since m F 2. Setting v s 1 y a rr s d y
.2m r2d , we obtain
` 22 n y3 n y1.0 0z s F Cs Y u du .  .H s
t0
4rd 2 v
` ` 2m2 2 n y3 n .0 0< <F CM s Y u du Y u du .  .H Hs s
t t0 0
4rd 2 v
s s 2m2 2 n y3 n .0 0< <F CM s y u du q 1 y u du q 1 . .  .H H
t t0 0
 .Lemma 4 and 9 yield
2 v
s4rd2 2 n y3 n.0z s F CM s K q 1 z u du q 1 .  .  .H
t0
2 v 2 v2 n y3 ny1. ny1. 2 n y3 ny1.0 0F K s z s y z t q 1 F K s z s , .  .  . .1 0 1
2 .4r dwhere K s CM K q 1 . Thus,1
1r2 vz s .
ny1. yny3.r2 vz s G s , s ) t . 12 .  .0 /K1
 .Next, we show that the inequality 12 has no positive nondecreasing
 .  .solution on t , ` . From 7 and the definition of z, it follows that0




z9 t G , t ) t . . 0t
Similarly,
z t .
 j.z t G , t ) t , j s 1, . . . , n y 2. 13 .  .0jt
 .In view of 11 , we can apply Lemma 2 to z with m s n y 1 and
 .   . .  .  .a s d y 2m r d n y 1 y mn . Then, by Lemma 2, 12 , and 13 , we
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obtain
sny2.r2 ny2 `t a bye i. ny1.< <G z t G g z s z s ds .  .  . H /z t . tis0
` ` ds
k ylG g K z s s ds G g K s ` .H H2 2 lKst t
 .  .  . for t ) t , where s s 2 1 y na q a r n y 2 ) 0, b s na y 2 r n y0
. ya r2 v  .2 , K s K , k s ar2v q b s 0, and l s n y 3 ar2v F 1. Thus,2 1
w .  .  .z ' 0 on t , ` , which contradicts 11 , and so 9 cannot hold.0
 .THEOREM 3. Assume that n G 4, 3 holds, there exists M ) 0 such that
yM F r t F 0 on R , . q
 xand there exists positi¨ e constants M , i s 1, 2, and l g 0, 1 such thati
< < l < < < < l nM x F f x , x , . . . , x F M x on R . .1 1 1 2 n 2 1
 .Then 1 is of the nonlinear limit-point type.
 .  .Proof. Let y be a solution of 1 having the initial conditions 7 . If y is
nonoscillatory, the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2. So assume
that y is an oscillatory solution defined on R and let m s 1 q l. First,q
we prove that
`




m< <y t dt s C - `. 15 .  .H
t0
 .Let s s 1 q l rl; then we have
` ss tn. s ny1.y s s lim r s f y s , . . . , y s ds .  .  .  . . .H H
tª`t t0 0
t ms s < <F M M lim y s F C - `, 16 .  .H2 1
tª` t0
 .  .where C is a suitable constant. Thus 15 , 16 , and Lemma 1 with1
 .j s 1, 2, m s n, p s m, q s 3 1 q l s 3m, and r s s , yield
y  j. g L3m R , j s 1, 2. 17 .  .
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Define
y t for t g t , ` . .0Y t s .  0 for t g y`, t . .0
 . 3m .According to 7 , Y 9 and Y 0 are continuous, and Y 9, Y 0 g L R ; more-
over, Lemma 7 implies that Y 9, and hence y9, is bounded. This contradic-
 .tion to Lemma 6 proves that 14 holds. Finally,
` `
mny1. < <y t f y t , . . . , y t dt G M y t dt s `, .  .  .  . .H H1
0 0
and so y is of the nonlinear limit-point type.
wRemark. For n s 3, the conclusion of Theorem 3 was proved in 4,
xTheorem 3 under a weaker nonlinearity condition on f.
The following two theorems generalize the nonlinearity condition im-
posed on f in Theorem 3.
THEOREM 4. Let n s 2k q 1 and suppose that there exist constants M ,1
M ) 0 such that2
M F yr t F M .1 2
w .for t g t , ` , and there is a positi¨ e constant M and a continuous function0
 .  .  .g : R ª R with g 0 s 0, g x ) 0 for x ) 0, lim inf g x ) 0, andq x ª`
< < < < < < ng x F f x , . . . , x F M 1 q x on R . . .  .1 1 n 1
 .Then 1 is of the nonlinear limit-point type.
 .Proof. Consider a solution of 1 having the initial conditions
y  i. t ) 0, i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1, z ny1. t ) 0, .  .0 0
where the function z is defined in Lemma 4. The conclusion can be proved
in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 2 if y is nonoscillatory. Now
suppose that y is an oscillatory solution. It follows from Lemma 4 that
ny1. .lim z t s ` andt ª`
` `
n. ny1.< <` s y y t y t dt F r t y t f y t , . . . , y t dt .  .  .  .  .  . .H H
t t0 0
`
ny1.F M y t f y t , . . . , y t dt , .  .  . .H2
t0
and so y is of the nonlinear limit-point type.
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 . w .THEOREM 5. Let n s 4k, suppose 3 holds, r F 0 on t , ` , and there0
exist constants K , i s 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and x* such thati
< < dr t F K t on t , ` , .  .0 0 18 .n< < < < < <g x F f x , . . . , x F g x on R , . .  .1 1 1 n 2 1
 .  .where d s n q 1 r n y 2 and
w xK x for x g 0, x*1g x s .1  K for x g x*, ` .2
w xK for x g 0, x*3g x s .2  K x for x g x*, ` . .4
 .Then 1 is of the nonlinear limit-point type.
 .  .  .Proof. Consider a solution y of 1 with initial conditions 7 . Then 11
holds and the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 2 if y is nonoscilla-
tory. Hence, we assume that y is oscillatory.
 . wCase i . Suppose that y is unbounded. According to 2, Lemmas 1 and
x  4`  4`2 , there exist sequences a and b , with b s t such thatk 1 l 0 0 0
< < < < < <a - b , y a s y b s x*, y t ) x* for t g a , b , .  .  .  .k k k k k k
and
< < w xy t F x* for t g b , a , k s 1, 2, . . . . . ky1 k
For t G t , define0
< <y t for y t F x* .  .y t s .1  0 otherwise
< <0 for y t F x* .
y t s .2  y t otherwise .
and
< < ` w xy t for y t F x* i.e., t g D b , a .  .  .1 ks1, 2, . . . ky1 kY t s .1 ` ¨ t otherwise i.e., t g D a , b .  . .ks1, 2, . . . k k
< <y t for y t G x* .  .2Y t s .2  w t otherwise, .
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Äny1w .where ¨ , w are such that Y g C t , ` , i s 1, 2, andi 0
` `
b bk k2 n.< <¨ s ds F 1, ¨ s ds F 1, .  . H H
a ak kks1 ks1
` `a ak k n.< < < <w s ds F 1, w s ds F 1. .  . H H
b bky1 ky1ks1 ks1
Note that
t t t t2 2 < < < <Y s ds F y s ds q 1, Y s ds F y s ds q 1, .  .  .  .H H H H1 1 2 2
t t t t0 0 0 0
19 .
t tn. n.< < < <Y s ds F y s ds q 1, t g t , ` , i s 1, 2. .  . .H Hi i 0
t t0 0
 4For k g N s 1, 2, . . . and i s 1, 2, define
w xY t for t g t , b .i 0 kY t s .i k  u t for t g b , ` , .  .i k
Äny1w .where u , i s 1, 2 are suitably chosen functions such that Y g C t , ` ,i i k 0
` ` `
n. 2< < < <u s ds F 1, u s ds F 1, and u s ds F 1. .  .  .H H Hi 1 2
b b bk k k
 . ny1. .Now 11 and Lemma 4 imply lim z t s `, and thus for M ) 0t ª` 1
there exists t G t such that1 0
ny1M t F z t , t g t , ` . 20 . .  .1 1
 .It follows from Lemma 3, Lemma 4, and 7 that
n y10 t2 2k . ny3 n y1.0z t F a J t ; t , y F C t y s ds .  . H /k 2 k 0 1
t0ks1
t t2 2ny3 n y1. n y1.0 0F C t Y s ds q Y s ds , .  .H H1 1 2 5
t t0 0
w . n0y1  .2 n0yk y1.for t g t , ` , where C s  a pr2 . Applying Lemma 1, we0 1 ks1 k
obtain




2 ny3 2 n.< <F M C b Y s ds Y s ds .  .H H1 k 1k 1k  /  /t t0 0
g g3 4
` `
n.< < < <q Y s ds Y s ds , 21 .  .  .H H2 k 2 k 5 /  /t t0 0
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w .  .  .  for t g t , ` , where g s n q 1r2 r n y 1r2 , g s n y 2r n y0 1 0 2
.  .  .1r2 , g s n q 1 rn, and g s n y 1 rn. Furthermore, there exist k g3 4 0
N and C ) 0 such that for k G k , we have2 0
` b bk kn. n. n.< < < < < <Y s ds F Y s ds q 1 F y s ds q 2 .  .  .H H H1k 1 1
t t t0 0 0
bk < < < <F r s g y s ds q 2 .  . .H 2 1
t0
bk d dq1F K K s ds F K K b ,H0 3 0 3 k
t0
` b bk kn. n. n.< < < < < <Y s ds F Y s ds q 1 F y s ds q 2 .  .  .H H H2 k 2 2
t t t0 0 0
bk < < < <F r s g y s ds q 2 .  . .H 2 2
t0
bk d < <F K K s y s ds q 2 .H0 4 2
t0
b bk kd d< < < <F K K b y s ds q 2 F 2 K K b y s ds, .  .H H0 4 k 2 0 4 k 2
t t0 0
` b bk k2 2 2Y s ds F y s ds q 2 F C y s ds, .  .  .H H H1k 1 2 1
t t t0 0 0
and
` b bk k< < < <Y s ds F y s ds q 2 F C y s ds. .  .  .H H H2 k 2 2 2
t t t0 0 0
 .From this and 21 , we obtain
g g qg1 4 3
b bk kny3 dq1.g 2 dg2 4 < <z b F C b b y s ds q b y s ds .  .  .H Hk 3 k k 1 k 2 /  /t t0 0
g 21
b bk kny1 2 < <F C b y s ds q y s ds , .  .H H3 k 1 2 /  /t t0 0
2  g1 .g 2 g3 .g4.for k G k , where C s M C max C K K , C 2 K K .0 3 1 2 0 3 2 0 4
 .In view of 20 , either
` `
2 < <y s ds s ` or y s ds s `, .  .H H1 2
t t0 0
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so
`
ny1.y t f y t , . . . , y t dt .  .  . .H
0
2 `
ny1.s y t f y t , . . . , y t dt .  .  . . H i i i
t0is1
` `
2 < <G K y t dt q K y t dt s `. .  .H H1 1 2 2
t t0 0
 . <  . <Case ii . Suppose that y is bounded, i.e., y t F C for some C ) 04 4
w . nand all t g t , ` . Then define f : R ª R such that0 1
< <¡f x , . . . , x for x F C .1 n 1 4
f C , x , . . . , x .4 2 n
x for x ) C1 1 4~ Cf x , x , . . . , x s . 41 1 2 n
f yC , x , . . . , x .4 2 n
< <x for x - yC .1 1 4¢ C4
0 n.  .Then f g C R , and it follows from 18 that1
< < < < < <C x F f x , . . . , x F C 1 q x , .  .5 1 1 1 n 6 1
 .  .where C s min K , K rC and C s max K , K , K rC . At the same5 1 2 4 6 3 4 3 4
time, y is a solution of
y n. s r t f y , . . . , y ny1. . 22 .  . .1
 .The hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied for Eq. 22 , and by the proof of
 .  .that theorem, the solution y of 22 with initial conditions 7 satisfies
`
ny1.` s y t f y t , . . . , y t dt .  .  . .H 1
0
`
ny1.s y t f y t , . . . , y t dt , .  .  . .H
0
so the conclusion of the theorem follows.
3. APPLICATIONS
3.1. We will apply Theorems 1 and 2 to the linear equation
My ' y 4 k . q r t y s 0. 23 .  .
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w xIn 16, p. 95 , it is noted that there are no known examples of functions r such
 .that the differential expression M is limit-circle, i.e., all solutions of 23 are in
L2. As a consequence of our results, we can clarify this situation. As long
as r does not change sign or is an oscillatory function that is either
 .bounded from above or bounded from below, 23 can never be a limit-circle
equation. This result is formalized below; the first corollary is an immedi-
ate consequence of Theorems 1 and 2.
 .  .  .  .COROLLARY 1. Let n s 4k. If 2 ] 3 and 6 hold, then 1 is of the
nonlinear limit-point type.
 .COROLLARY 2. If the function r satisfies 2 or is an oscillatory function
 .that is either bounded from abo¨e or bounded from below, then 23 is not
limit-circle.
 .Proof. If r satisfies 2 , then the conclusion follows immediately from
Corollary 1. Suppose that r is an oscillatory function that is bounded from
 .  .above below . Then there exists a constant k - 0 k ) 0 such that
 .r - yk r ) yk . By Corollary 1,
y 4 k . q r t q k y s 0 . .
w xis not limit-circle. By 21, Sect. 23, Theorem 1, p. 192 , the equation
y 4 k . q r t q k q q t y s 0 .  . .
is not limit-circle whenever q is a measurable and essentially bounded
 .function. Thus, letting q s yk we obtain that 23 is also not of the
limit-circle type.
3.2. Consider the Emden]Fowler equation
ln. < <y s r t y sgn y , l g 0, 1 . 24 .   .
From Theorems 1]3, we have the following result.
 .  .  .COROLLARY 3. a Let n s 4k. If the function r satisfies 2 , then 24
1qlw .always has a solution y f L 0, ` .
 .  .b Let n s 2k q 3 or n s 4k q 2. If r G 0 or yM F r t F 0,
 . 1qlw .M ) 0, then 24 always has a solution y f L 0, ` .
3.3. As an example of Theorems 4 and 5, consider the equation
y n. s r t arctan y. 25 .  .
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Let one of the following conditions hold:
 .i r G 0;
 .ii n s 2k q 1 and M F yr F M , where M , M ) 0 are positive1 2 1 2
constants;
 . d  .  .  .iii n s 4k and yKt F r t F 0, where d s n q 1 r n y 2 .
 .Then Eq. 25 has a solution satisfying
`
y s arctan y s ds s `. .  .H
0
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